Limits on the scalar and induced-scalar coupling constants are established from experimental ft values of superallowed Fermi transitions. The role of the uncertainties in the ft values is discussed, leading to minimal coupling strengths that can be extracted from ft values. The implications for the Kobayashi-Maskama mixing angles are also discussed.
With 5z and 5C, the "nucleus-independent" ft value for 0+, T = 1 -+0+, T = 1 transitions is 9't = ft(1+5. )(1 -5c) = K 26v (2) Using these Vt values, it is possible to test the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis. Furthermore, by comparing G~w ith the vector coupling constant obtained from muon p decay, the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mix- ing angle between u and d quarks (u"d) can be determined.
It is a long-standing hypothesis that the vector part of the weak current is a conserved quantity. ' 
